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INTRODUCTION
The essence and nature of God is the greatest mystery. That God is one in ossence and three in
persons is an undeniable teaching of the

Holy Scripture, and also undeniably one of the chief truths

concerning God that is unfathomable. The Trinity is beyond our ability to fully understand, but the truth

of

the Trinity is not a contradiction of sound reasoning, for God is not three in the same way that God is one.

To say that God is one and in the same way that God is one He is three would be a contradiction; but the

Biblical teaching is that God is one in essence, glory, and attributes and three in persons.
Scripture reveals that man was created in the image of God. It is reasonable to believe that the

Triune nature of God would be included in this image. Genesis 1:26 is stated in the context of God
speaking in a manifestation of his Trinity of persons, "And God said, Let us make man in our image, after
our likeness..." The image of God in man speaks of his spirituality, intelligence, freedom of will, moral
uprightness, and the holiness of his nature and the authority of headship in his dominion over creation, but

included in this image of God in man is the nature of man's own spirit as one in essence with three distinct
conscious manifestations equally possessing the faculties and attributes of man's spirit and each conscious

of the other.

This understanding of man possessing an image of God as a Trinity is not an argument between the

dichotomic or trichotomic nature of man. The Scripture clearly teaches that man is composed of body and
soul or body and spirit; for soul and spirit are used interchangeably and in such a way that they must be the
same spiritual essence. Nor is it true that man's Triune nature is that he is body, soul and spirit, for a man's

body does not possess the attributes of man's spirit. His body is a part of who he is and not who he his.

We know that God is indivisible, so this analogy is faulty in its effort to prove that man like God is
a

trinity.
HISTORICAL EVIDENCE
Godly men of spiritual stature have held to the view that the soul or spirit of a man is in the image

of the Trinity. Johnathan Edwards in his Unpublished Essay on the Trinity states,
"There are two more eminent and remarkable images of the Trinity among creatures. The one is in
the spiritual creation, the soul of man. There is the mind and the understanding or idea, and the spirit of the
mind as it is called in Scripture, i.e., the disposition, the will or affection..."
Edwards is not alone, but was preceded in thought by Augustine. In Calvin's Institutes, book one
chapter fifteen, Calvin in addressing the image and likeness of God in man comments on Augustine's view

of the soul as a mirror of the Trinity,

"But in order to know the properties in which it consists, it will be proper to treat of the faulty view
of the soul. For there is no solidity in Augustine's speculation, that the soul is a mirror of the Trinity,
inasmuch as it comprehends within itself, intellect, will, and memory. Nor is there probability in the
opinion of those who place likeness to God in the dominion bestowed upon man, as if he only resembled
God in this, that he is appointed Lord and Master of all things. The likeness must be within, in himself. It
must be something which is extemal to him but is properly the internal good of the soul."
SCRIPTURAL PROOFS
To begin a Scriptural examination of this subject we must examine I Corinthians 2:10,11, "But God
hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit: for the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things

God. For what man knoweth the things of

a man, save the

of

spirit of man which is in him: even so

the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God." Man is used as a model of God. This is
consistent with the truth that man is made in the image of God. Considering God we find reference
to the'odeep things of God." The Spirit, the third person of the Trinity, searches God. The parallel
is that the spirit of man searches the things of man. Conceming man Proverbs23 7 states, "For as
he thinketh in his heart so is

he..." This certainly implies that man can consciously think in a

perspective that is above the heart or distant from the heart. This is confirmed by several passages.

In Psalm 139:1, David states, "O LORD, thou hast searched me, and known me. Thou knowest my

thought afar off." Here we find a parallel with God's Spirit searching God, for here David is aware
that God's Spirit has searched him. The question arises that if, "the things of a man" does not

include "deep things," such as are paralleled in God, why the need to use the metaphor of searching.
Also, David states that God understands his thought afar

off. This does not mean that God is in

Heaven far away and yet He understands David's thought (note the word thought is singular as
though he speaks not of a particular thought but the thought center of who he

is). What David is

saying is that God knows the origin and formation of David's thinking in the depths of David's
heart, which in some measure is even beyond David's knowledge; though

it is he who is thinking

his thought. Then in verse four, David states, "For there is not a word in my tongue, but Lo, O

LORD, thou knowest it altogether." What is meant by,"uword in my tongue."? Romans 10:8-10

will

answer this question,

"But what saith it? The word is nigh the, even in thy mouth, and in thy heart: that is, the word of
faith, which we preach; That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe
in thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man
believeth unto righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation."

Note in verse 8, oo...the word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth, and in thy heart: that is, the
word of faith, which we preach." Here a distinction is made between the word being in the heart
and being in the mouth. Here

it is in

a context that we know

it doesn't' mean confessing the word

because such confession is what is being encouraged. We cannot speak something unless

it is

thought in a complete form and abides in what we call our conscious mind. This is again confirmed
by Jesus' statement in Luke 6:45,"A good man out of the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth
that which is good, and an evil man out of the evil treasure of heart bringeth forth that which is evil.

For of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh." To speak means that thoughts have risen
from the deep things of his being and consciously are thought in the form of words. There is indeed
a
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parallel here between man and God. Read the following three verses: It is written, man shall not

live by breads alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God, Matthew 4:4;

Jesus said unto them,

if God were your Father, ye would love me; for I proceeded forth

and came

from God, neither came I of myself, but he sent me, John 8:42; In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the Word was God, John 1:1.

Jesus as the Son of God proceeded from

God. Jesus is the express image of the Father as Jonathan

Edwards states in the aforementioned document,
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tS COMMON when speaking of the Divine happiness to say that God is infrnitely happy in the

enjoyment of Himself, in perfectly beholding and infinitely loving, and rejoicing in, His own essence and

perfection, and accordingly it must be supposed that God perpetually and eternally has a most perfect idea

of Himself, as it were an exact image and representation of Himself ever before Him and in actual view,
and from hence arises a most pure and perfect act or energy in the Godhead, which is the Divine love,

complacence and joy. The knowledge or view which God has of Himself must necessarily be conceived to
be something distinct from His mere direct existence. There must be something that answers to our

reflection. The reflection as we reflect on our own minds carries something of imperfection in it. However,

if God beholds Himself so as thence to have delight and joy in Himself He must become his own object.
There must be a duplicity. There is God and the idea of God, if it be proper to call a conception of that that
is purely spiritual an idea.

Therefore as God with perfect clearness, fullness and spngth, understands Himself; views His own
essence (in which there is no distinction

of substance and act but which is wholly substance and wholly

act), that idea which God hath of Himself is absolutely Himself. This representation of the Divine nature
and essence is the Divine nature and essence again: so that by God's thinking of the Deity must certainly be
generated. Hereby there is another person begotten, there is another Infinite Eternal Almighty and most

holy and the same God, the very same Divine nature.

And this Person is the second person in the Trinity, the Only Begotten and dearly Beloved Son of God; He
is the eternal, necessary, perfect, substantial and personal idea which God hath of Himself; and that it is so
seems to me to be abundantly confirmed by the Word

of God.
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Our thoughts arise from our deepest being which we at times call our heart. They generate from the
heart into the conscious man as words of thought. They are prepared for communication and hence the
metaphor, "They are in the mouth," ot,"a word in my tongue." The thought of our conscious mind just

like the deep thoughts of the soul are distinct and yet possess all the same faculties of will, affection and
knowledge. We cannot fully explain how thoughts arise into our mind and yet they are our thoughts-they
came from

us. Why do we have to tell ourselves anything? And this experience of communication with

self is an acknowledged experience of man. The Father is analogous of the deep things of the heart, the
Son is analogous to the words of thought that proceed out of the heart through the generation of thought.

And yet the thought in our conscious mind is aware that it arose from our heart and came from the heart as
a distinct mode

of self or consciousness.

Then the Spirit is analogous to the conscience of man that judges and discerns the thoughts of the
heart and of the conscious mind. The conscience is so distinct that it has a will and knowledge of its own
and also all the faculties of the soul. Paul states in Romans
conscience also bearing me witness in the Holy

9:I,o\

say the truth in Christ,

I lie not, my

Ghost." This witness must be more than a faculty or force,

for this witness is received as an independent confirmation of the truth of his heart. This conscience must
have the ability to search the heart and know the heart and yet this conscience is "my conscience."

Also, this conscience is in the Holy Spirit. It is not consistent with the teaching of the influence,

filling, and leadership of the Holy Spirit to think of him as separating the faculties of a man and having just
one faculty in the spirit and the rest of the faculties operating by the power of the flesh. To have his
conscience in the spirit is for the man Paul to be in the spirit.

CONCLUSION
To summarize this scriptural proof that man is made in the image of God and that beyond other
realities of that image that are possessed and manifested by man, there is the image of the Trinity stamped
on the soul of man. Man is aware of the realities that he is his heart or the deep things of his being from

which thoughts are generated. He is also conscious that he thinks the thoughts generated from himself, and
that though they arise from his own soul yet he consciously thinks in such a way as fit to communicate in
words if he wills to do so. His conscience searches his heart and the thoughts consciously occupying his

mind. His conscience is his being yet it is distinct. Man is a sinner and there is deception, distraction, and
disability in our thinking so there is

a

discontinuity between any of the three modes of consciousness. The

conscience can condemn a thought of the man in which the thought and the conscience is his being. The
conscience, much like the Holy Spirit, searches out the man and makes the relationship of the heart or deep

person and conscious person generated to be in a unity of being. With God there is no discontinuity, and in

glory there will be none with us.

